The “Innovation and Entrepreneurship” seminar is a 5 day residential program created by Grenoble IAE to welcome PhD students. This non-degree granting seminar envisions 2 main objectives:

Scientific: Conferences centered on the themes of innovation and entrepreneurship concepts, visits to innovative organizations (CEA, ESRF) and business (ST MICRO, SOITEC), major actors in innovation and entrepreneurship within the Grenoble area.

Cultural: Visits to Grenoble, considered as the “French Silicon Valley”, and to Lyon or Annecy.

**Programme**

- 6 lectures, 7 contact hours/conference
- 2 company visits
- 1 case study
- 2 guided tours Grenoble & Lyon

The content is oriented towards innovation and entrepreneurship as themes that interest you and are perfectly aligned with the Grenoble area. This is an introductory proposal that can be modified to fit your needs.
Organization and financial conditions

Conference sessions and site visits are organized by Grenoble IAE. International seminars are usually tailor made trainings built according to the participants needs and requests.

The cost 2000 € includes conferences, visits, mid-morning break refreshments, lunches, and the farewell dinner. The price is per participant for a group of 30.

The travel and transportation fees to Grenoble IAE will be undertaken by the participants. The cost per day, including overnight accommodations and the evening meal can be estimated between 120 and 150 € per day. Lodging in shared apartments in residence hotels is frequently more cost effective.

The participants must arrange their transportation and lodging. Grenoble IAE can provide a list of hotels or residence hotels as well as useful practical information.

Contact

Administration:
relations-internationales@grenoble-iae.fr
Tél. +33 (0)4.76.82.83.23

www.grenoble-iae.fr